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THE CONTROL OF PARASITISM IN G-SYMPLECTIC METHODS∗
JOHN C. BUTCHER† , YOUSAF HABIB‡ , ADRIAN T. HILL§ , AND TERENCE J. T.
NORTON§
Abstract. G-symplectic general linear methods are designed to approximately preserve sym-
plectic invariants for Hamiltonian systems. In this paper, the properties of G-symplectic methods
are explored computationally and theoretically. Good preservation properties are observed over long
times for many parameter ranges, but, for other parameter values, the parasitic behavior, to which
multivalue methods are prone, corrupts the numerical solution by the growth of small perturbations.
Two approaches for alleviating this eﬀect are considered. First, compositions of methods with growth
parameters of opposite signs can be used to cancel the long-term eﬀect of parasitism. Second, meth-
ods can be constructed for which the growth parameters are zero by design. Each of these remedies
is found to be successful in eliminating parasitic behavior in long-term simulations using a variety of
test problems.
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1. Introduction. G-symplectic general linear methods are a class of multistage
multivalue methods designed to numerically solve Hamiltonian diﬀerential equations.
As we show here, such methods can integrate the solutions of general nonseparable
Hamiltonian problems eﬃciently, and in such a way that energy and symplectic invari-
ants are approximately preserved over long time intervals. In particular, we address
the question of controlling parasitic eﬀects, which aﬄicted early attempts at such
methods.
In addition to being energy-preserving, Hamiltonian systems possess what is
known as the symplectic property. Symplecticity means that the variational equation
conserves quadratic quantities [1, 21]. For celestial mechanics, one aspect of symplec-
ticity corresponds to the invariance of angular momentum. A numerical method is
called symplectic if it satisﬁes the discrete analogue of this property. The desirability
of a numerical method that is almost exactly symplectic and energy–preserving is
clear, especially for computations over a long time.
Only a one-step method can be symplectic in a literal sense [17, 20, 23, 24].
However, every stage of an irreducible symplectic Runge–Kutta method is necessar-
ily implicit [20]. The most eﬃcient such methods are Diagonally Implicit Runge–
Kutta methods (DIRKs). It was shown in [22] that all such methods are compo-
sitions of the implicit midpoint method. High order composition DIRKs, primarily
for time-symmetric problems, were developed in [25, 27, 18]. For separable Hamilto-
nian problems originating from a system of second order diﬀerential equations, the
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PARASITISM IN G-SYMPLECTIC METHODS 2441
symplectic Euler and Runge–Kutta–Nystro¨m methods have been generalized to ob-
tain higher order partitioned Runge–Kutta methods [15], some of which are explicit.
The most popular low order method for separable problems is the explicit Verlet
method [26], which may be viewed as a partitioned Runge–Kutta method, a par-
titioned linear multistep method, or a nonstandard implementation of the leapfrog
method.
Conservation properties of standard linear multistep methods were investigated
by Eirola and Sanz-Serna [10], who showed that all time-symmetric methods have the
G-symplectic property. Although dimensional incommensurability implies that such
methods cannot be symplectic themselves, Hairer [12] showed that the underlying
one-step method of a symmetric linear multistep method posesses a property similar
to symplecticity using a general result on conjugate symplecticity proved in [7]. A
related question for G-symplectic general linear methods is whether their underlying
one-step method is also conjugate symplectic. Although this question remains open
theoretically, analogy with the linear multistep case and the computational evidence
of section 2.3 suggest that the answer is aﬃrmative.
Unfortunately for multivalue methods, a well-behaved underlying one-step method
is insuﬃcient to ensure that the method is eﬀective. A second requirement is that the
growth of parasitic components is controlled. However, G-symplecticity implies that
the parasitic eigenvalues ζj(z) are unimodular for z = 0. Indeed, for the case of lin-
ear multistep methods, the parasitic growth parameters μj = σ(ζj)/(ζjρ
′(ζj)) [8] are
nonzero [14, Chapter XIV], leading to numerical instability for many problems of in-
terest. Thus, standard linear symmetric multistep methods have limited applicability.
More promisingly, in the case of s-stable time-symmetric linear multistep methods for
second order diﬀerential equations [13], backward error analysis techniques have been
used to show that parasitic components remain under control over long times, so that
the numerical solution is largely determined by the well-behaved principal component
of the solution. Higher order versions of these methods are applied and analyzed
in [19, 15].
G-symplectic general linear methods face hazards from their parasitic components
similar to those encountered by standard linear multistep methods. In this paper we
consider two distinct approaches to controlling parasitism. First, for the case of a
two-step method for which there is one nonzero parasitic component, we compose two
numerical methods with growth parameters of opposite signs in such a way that the
overall eﬀects cancel out over a long time. This approach is applied to two related
fourth order methods. Second, we construct G-symplectic general linear methods
for which all parasitic growth parameters are zero. The eﬀectiveness of these two
approaches in approximately preserving energy and symplectic invariants over long
times is demonstrated by a number of computations.
The new methods constructed here are of up to order 4 and diagonally implicit
with, in some cases, extra zeros on the diagonal. As they are designed for gen-
eral Hamiltonian problems, they are in direct competition with symplectic DIRKs.
Their construction and analysis depends on simpliﬁcations and developments in Di-
agonally Implicit Multistage Integration method (DIMSIM) general linear methods
over the past two decades, especially methods designed for stiﬀ dissipative problems
[2, 6, 3].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, G-symplectic general linear meth-
ods are introduced, and this is followed in section 3 by an account of their parasitic
behavior. In section 4, composition of methods is considered as an approach to over-
coming the damaging eﬀects of parasitism. In section 5, methods are constructed
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2442 J. BUTCHER, Y. HABIB, A. HILL, AND T. NORTON
in which the parasitic growth parameters are zero by design. Finally, in section 6,
numerical simulations are considered as a means of assessing the possible success of
our approach to achieving parasitism-free numerical behavior.
2. G-symplectic methods for Hamiltonian systems.
2.1. Invariants and Hamiltonian systems. Consider an initial value problem
(2.1) y′(x) = f(y(x)), x ∈ R, y(x0) = y0 ∈ RN , f : RN → RN .
Associated with this problem is the variational equation
(2.2) Y ′(x) = f ′(y(x))Y (x), Y (x0) = I,
where the value of Y (x) at any point x is an N × N matrix. We will consider the
possible existence of invariants for either of these problems. Let I : RN → R denote
an invariant of the problem (2.1) so that I ′(y)f(y) = 0. In particular, we consider
the case of quadratic invariants of the form
I(y) = yTQy
for Q a real symmetric N × N matrix. In this case, it is convenient to deﬁne the
following bilinear form on RN :
[y, z]Q := y
TQz, y, z ∈ RN .
For invariance of [y(x), y(x)]Q, we require [y, f(y)]Q = 0 for all y ∈ RN .
We recall that an autonomous Hamiltonian system consists of a twice continuously
diﬀerentiable Hamiltonian H : R2d × R2d → R, together with generalized momenta
p(x) ∈ Rd and positions q(x) ∈ Rd satisfying the system of diﬀerential equations
(2.3)
dpi
dx
= −∂H
∂qi
,
dqi
dx
=
∂H
∂pi
, i = 1, . . . , d, x ∈ R.
Such systems arise in mechanics and several other branches of physics, where H
typically corresponds to the sum of kinetic and potential energies.
If we write y = p⊕ q ∈ RN , where N = 2d, and reinterpret H as a function of y,
then (2.3) may be written as
(2.4)
dy
dx
= J−1∇H(y) =: f(y),
where ∇H = (H ′)T is the gradient of H and
J =
[
0 I
−I 0
]
∈ R2d×2d,
where I is the d× d identity matrix.
Note that J−1 = JT = −J . Since J is skew-symmetric, it follows that
H ′(y)f(y) = −(∇H)TJ(∇H) = 0,
and hence the Hamiltonian is an invariant.
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PARASITISM IN G-SYMPLECTIC METHODS 2443
We will ﬁnd a quadratic invariant of the variational problem associated with (2.4).
This problem becomes
Y ′(x) =
d
dy
(−J∇H)Y (x) = −JHY (x), Y (x0) = I,
where H is the Hessian of H . Note that H is symmetric.
Theorem 2.1 (Poincare´). For any Hamiltonian system,
(2.5) Y (x)TJY (x) = J for all x ∈ R.
Proof. The identity (2.5) holds at x = x0, and hence it is only necessary to prove
that the left-hand side is invariant with x. We have
d
dx
Y (x)TJY (x) = Y ′(x)TJY (x) + Y (x)JY ′(x)
= −(JHY (x))TJY (x)− Y (x)TJJHY (x)
= −Y (x)THY (x) + Y (x)THY (x) = 0.
This proof is modelled on the one given in [15].
Equation (2.5) represents what is known as “symplectic behavior.” The aim of
the present paper is to ﬁnd reliable methods which approximately preserve quadratic
invariants numerically and, as an important special case, preserve symplectic behavior.
Although we will not speciﬁcally aim to approximately preserve other invariants, we
will aim to get as little deviation of H from its initial value as possible for Hamiltonian
problems. Currently available symplectic Runge–Kutta methods perform well in this
regard, and we will aim for comparable performance in the case of general linear
methods.
2.2. General linear methods. We refer to a general linear method (A,U,B, V ),
where
(2.6)
[
A U
B V
]
is a partitioned (s + r) × (s + r) complex-valued matrix or tableau. For practical
methods, the coeﬃcients are real, but for some theoretical purposes the complex case
is also included in the formulation.
For stepsize h > 0, we consider the approximation of the solution of (2.4) for
initial data y0 ∈ RN at the points xn := x0 + nh, where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We assume
that a starting method Sh : R
N −→ (RN )r generates an initial value y[0] ∈ (RN )r for
the method. Subsequently, new values y[n] ∈ (RN )r are found from y[n−1] ∈ (RN )r
via the formulae
Y = h(A⊗ I)F + (U ⊗ I)y[n−1],(2.7)
y[n] = h(B ⊗ I)F + (V ⊗ I)y[n−1],(2.8)
deﬁned using temporary Y , F ∈ (RN )s. The subvectors in F (the stage derivatives)
are related to the subvectors in Y (the stages) by Fi = f(Yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , s. Usually,
where there is no ambiguity, the Kronecker products in (2.7) and (2.8) will be omitted
and we write
Y = hAf(Y ) + Uy[n−1],(2.9)
y[n] = hBf(Y ) + V y[n−1].
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2444 J. BUTCHER, Y. HABIB, A. HILL, AND T. NORTON
In this paper, the method is always assumed to satisfy the following conditions.
Definition 2.2. A general linear method (A,U,B, V ) is
(a) preconsistent if (1, u, wH) is an eigentriple of V , such that
V u = u, wHV = wH, wHu = 1;
(b) consistent if it is preconsistent, Uu = 1, and there exists nonzero v ∈ Cr such
that B1+ V v = u+ v;
(c) zero-stable if supn≥0 ‖V n‖ < ∞.
These properties are necessary and suﬃcient for “convergence” which has a similar
meaning to convergence in the case of linear multistep methods.
Let Mh represent the mapping y
[n−1] 	→ y[n]. If y0 ∈ RN is initial data for (2.4),
let Sh represent the mapping of y0 to y
[0] ∈ (RN )r, the initial data for the method.
Then, Mh is of order p ∈ N relative to Sh if
(2.10) Sh(Eh(y0)) = Mh(Sh(y0)) +O(h
p+1),
where Eh represents a time-h evolution by the ODE system (2.4). Iterating (2.10),
we ﬁnd
Sh(Enh(y0)) = M
n
h (Sh(y0)) +O(C(nh)h
p),
where C denotes some positive function C : (0,∞) −→ (0,∞). Let Fh, the ﬁnishing
method, satisfy Fh(Sh(y)) = y for y ∈ RN . Then,
(2.11) Enhy0 − Fh(Mnh (Sh(y0))) = O(C(nh)hp).
2.3. G-symplecticity. A one-step method generates yn ≈ y(xn), n ∈ N. It is
the purpose of symplectic one-step methods to preserve the value of [yn, yn]Q as n
increases.
For a general linear method (2.9), it is necessary to work in the higher dimensional
space (RN )r, and we consider the possible preservation of [y[n], y[n]]G⊗Q, where the
bilinear form [·, ·]G⊗Q is deﬁned by
[y, z]G⊗Q :=
r∑
i,j=1
gij [yi, zj]Q, y, z ∈ (RN )r, y1, . . . , yr ∈ RN ,
for Hermitian nonsingular G ∈ Cr×r. It is known [15] that the conditions for
[y[n], y[n]]G⊗Q to be invariant are that there exists a real diagonal s × s matrix D
such that
(2.12) M :=
[
DA+ATD −BHGB DU −BHGV
UHD − V HGB G− V HGV
]
= 0.
Note that, even if the coeﬃcient matrices U , B, V are real, they may become
complex under a complex coordinate transformation U 	→ UT , B 	→ T−1B, V 	→
T−1V T . However, A is invariant with respect to this change of coordinates. In
particular, if A is real, as it will be for a practical method, it will remain real in a
transformed method.
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PARASITISM IN G-SYMPLECTIC METHODS 2445
As an initial example of aG-symplectic method, we consider the following method,
introduced in [4]:
(2.13)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3+
√
3
6 0 1 − 3+2
√
3
3
−
√
3
3
3+
√
3
6 1
3+2
√
3
3
1
2
1
2 1 0
1
2 − 12 0 −1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
The method (2.13) satisﬁes the G-symplectic conditions with
G =
[
1 0
0 3+2
√
3
3
]
, D =
[
1
2 0
0 12
]
.
The method Mh deﬁned by (2.13) has order 4 relative to the starting method Sh,
deﬁned by
(2.14) Sh(y0) :=
[
y0
1
2 (Rhy0 +R−hy0)− y0
]
,
where Rh is the Runge–Kutta method, written as a general linear method with r = 1:
(2.15)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 1
1
2 0 0 0 1
5
11
6
11 0 0 1
9−√3
72 − 15+2
√
3
54
33+11
√
3
216 0 1
0 10
√
3
27 − 11
√
3
108 1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
To see that the method is indeed of order 4, we ﬁrst note that the B-series
coeﬃcients in the second component of Sh can be found from the elementary weights
of Rh. In the present section only, G will denote the generalization of the Runge–
Kutta group introduced in [4, subsection 385]. We ﬁnd for ξ ∈ G2, representing the
input, that
ξ(∅) =
[
1
0
]
, ξ( ) =
[
0
0
]
, ξ( ) =
[
0
√
3
12
]
, ξ( ) =
[
0
0
]
, ξ( ) =
[
0
0
]
,
ξ( ) =
[
0
−
√
3
18
]
, ξ( ) =
[
0
−
√
3
36
]
, ξ( ) =
[
0
3+
√
3
36
]
, ξ( ) =
[
0
3+
√
3
72
]
.
Thus ξ agrees with the value given in Table 534(I) in [4] and, from the agreement
between the last two lines of this table, as far as order 4, with the values of Eξ, the
method is seen to have order 4.
The method (2.13) will be referred to as P , and a similar method, in which the
sign of
√
3 is reversed, will be referred to as N .
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3. Parasitic behavior in G-symplectic methods. To illustrate the approxi-
mate conservation properties of these methods, we will consider the use of (2.13) to
solve the simple pendulum problem based on the Hamiltonian
H =
p2
2
− cos(q).
For consistency of notation, we will identify p and q with y1 and y2, respectively, and
we get the diﬀerential equation system
y′1 = − sin(y2),
y′2 = y1.
For our numerical experiments, the initial value is given by y = [0, 1.2]T, that
is, the amplitude is 1.2. Implementing method P with h = 0.01 over 106 time steps
yields Figure 1, which plots H(yn) against x, where yn = Fh(M
n
h (Sh(y0))) for nh = x.
The results of a number of computations indicate that this is typical behavior for
a G-symplectic method in the absence of parasitism. Such numerical experiments,
combined with the theoretical results of [9] showing the existence of a conjugate sym-
plectic underlying one-step method for a G-symplectic method, lead us to believe that
G-symplecticity is an important property for general linear methods approximating
conservative problems.
Later, in Figure 3, we will observe parasitism for method P , when the amplitude is
suﬃciently large for the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix to change from imaginary
to real during the computation.
We see in Figure 2, that the behavior is very similar when method N is used instead
of method P. Although there is no sign of excessive deviation from the initial value
of the numerical Hamiltonian, for the low amplitude experiments shown in Figures 1
and 2, an increase in the amplitude can make a signiﬁcant diﬀerence. In anticipation
of this changed behavior, the scales for the vertical axes are nonlinear and are based
on transformations of the form y 	→ sgn(y) log(1 + a|y|) for suitably chosen a. This
applies to all ﬁgures here and in section 3. An extension of this experiment, in which
106 time steps were performed, showed no deviation from this type of behavior.
However, when the amplitude is increased to 1.76, there is a complete change in
the nature of the results, caused by the build-up of the parasitic component. These
are shown in Figure 3. For method N the damaging eﬀect of parasitism with this
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
n
0 1 10 102 103 104
x
0
10−12
5× 10−12
Fig. 1. The variation in the numerical Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum problem with
initial value y = [0, 1.2]T, using method P and 106 steps with h = 0.01.
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1 10 102 103 104 105 106
n
0 1 10 102 103 104
x
0
10−12
5× 10−12
Fig. 2. The variation in the numerical Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum problem with
initial value y = [0, 1.2]T, using method N and h = 0.01.
1 10 102 103 104 105
n
0 1 10 102 103
x
10−11
5× 10−12
−5× 10−12
2× 10−11
0
Fig. 3. The variation in the numerical Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum problem with
initial value y = [0, 1.76]T, using method P with h = 0.01.
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
n
0 1 10 102 103 104
x
0
10−11
−10−11
5× 10−11
Fig. 4. The variation in the numerical Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum problem with
initial value of y = [0, 2.3]T, using method N with h = 0.01.
stepsize is not observed within the ﬁrst million steps unless the amplitude is increased
above 1.76. For amplitude 2.3, on the other hand, the disastrous eﬀect of parasitism
becomes apparent after approximately 1.6 × 105 steps. This behavior is shown in
Figure 4.
Following [15], we explain why parasitism occurs, at least for large amplitudes.
It is typical of multivalue methods to suﬀer from corruption by parasitic components
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because perturbations to the nonprincipal components can become magniﬁed as the
integration proceeds.
We consider a typical step of the general linear method⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Y1
Y2
y
[n]
1
y
[n]
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
a11 a11 u11 u12
a21 a22 u21 u22
b11 b12 1 0
b21 b22 0 −1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
hF1
hF2
y
[n−1]
1
y
[n−1]
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
where we note that V has eigenvalues 1 and −1. The stages and output values are
given by
Yi = h
2∑
j=1
aijFj + ui1y
[n−1]
1 + ui2y
[n−1]
2 , i = 1, 2,
y
[n]
1 = h
2∑
i=1
b1iFi + y
[n−1]
1 ,
y
[n]
2 = h
2∑
i=1
b2iFi − y[n−1]2 .
While the ﬁrst component y
[n]
1 approximates the exact solution, the second component
y
[n]
2 approximates a related quantity such as the scaled second derivative, as in the
case of (2.13). To see how the value of y
[n]
2 can cause parasitic behavior, consider
what happens when a perturbation is introduced at the start of step n:
y
[n−1]
2 −→ y[n−1]2 + (−1)n−1zn−1.
This perturbation will aﬀect the stages Yi approximately as
Yi + δYi = h
2∑
j=1
aijFj + ui1y
[n−1]
1 + ui2(y
[n−1]
2 + (−1)n−1zn−1),
so that δYi ≈ (−1)n−1ui2zn−1, and this will in turn cause the stage derivative Fi to
be perturbed by
Fi −→ Fi + δFi = f(Yi + δYi),
where δFi ≈ (−1)n−1 ∂f∂yui2zn−1. The eﬀect of these perturbations, for i = 1, 2, . . . , s,
on the second output value is
y
[n]
2 −→ y[n]2 + (−1)nzn,
where
(−1)nzn ≈ −(−1)n−1zn−1 − h
2∑
i=1
b2iδFiy
[n]
2
= (−1)nzn−1 + (−1)n−1h
2∑
i=1
b2iui2
∂f
∂y
zn−1,
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PARASITISM IN G-SYMPLECTIC METHODS 2449
so that
zn ≈
(
1− h
2∑
i=1
b2iui2
∂f
∂y
)
zn−1.
This is approximately the Euler method applied to the diﬀerential equation,
z′ = μ
∂f
∂y
z,(3.1)
where μ = −∑2i=1 b2iui2 is the growth parameter for the parasitic component zn. In
matrix terms, μ can be found from the matrix product,
BU =
[
1 0
0 −μ
]
.
To get an idea of the growth rates of methods P and N , we evaluate μ for these two
methods; the results are, respectively,
μP = 1 +
2
√
3
3
= 2.154700538379251,(3.2)
μN = 1− 2
√
3
3
= −0.154700538379251.
In section 4, we will see how to exploit the opposite signs of growth parameters
μP and μN to cancel out parasitism. But ultimately, our aim will be to construct
methods for which μ = 0 with the hope of eliminating parasitic behavior entirely.
4. Using compositions to annihilate parasitism.
4.1. Cancellation by interspersing alternative methods. Consider two
G-symplectic methods Mh and M̂h with respective coeﬃcient matrices (A,U,B, V )
and (Â, Û , B̂, V̂ ). The composition M˜2h := M̂h ◦Mh has tableau
(4.1)
[
A˜ U˜
B˜ V˜
]
=
⎡⎢⎢⎣
A 0 U
ÛB Â ÛV
V̂ B B̂ V̂ V
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
Below, we prove a restricted version of a more general result on the additivity of
parasitic growth parameters.
Theorem 4.1. Let the above assumptions hold with V = V̂ = diag(1,−1). Let
the growth parameters of Mh and M̂h be μ and μ̂, respectively. The growth parameter
for M˜h := M̂h ◦Mh satisfies
(4.2) μ˜ = μ+ μ̂.
Proof. Evaluate
(4.3) B˜U˜ = V̂ BU + B̂ÛV.
Since V˜ = V̂ V = I2,
(4.4) μ˜ = eT2B˜U˜e2 = −eT2BUe2 − eT2B̂Ûe2 = μ+ μ̂.
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Recall (3.2) that the growth parameters μP and μN have opposite signs. This,
together with the additivity property proved above, suggests that parasitic eﬀects
may be cancelled by an appropriate composition of P and N . However, for this to
work in practice, we use a linear change of basis to transform N so that the modiﬁed
N has a starting method more similar to that of P but still retains the same value of
μN . Below, we give the tableau for the modiﬁed N ; the P tableau is also given for
comparison:
P :
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3+
√
3
6 0 1 − 3+2
√
3
3
−
√
3
3
3+
√
3
6 1
3+2
√
3
3
1
2
1
2 1 0
1
2 − 12 0 −1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, N :
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
3−√3
6 0 1
3−2√3
3
√
3
3
3−√3
6 1 − 3−2
√
3
3
1
2
1
2 1 0
− 12 12 0 −1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
It will be noted that these tableaux seem to be related by changing the sign of
√
3.
However, the linear transformation which modiﬁes N also changes the signs of u12,
u22, b21, b22. This corresponds to a change of sign of the input and output components
y
[n−1]
2 and y
[n]
2 and makes it appropriate to compose N and P without any adjustment
since, for both methods,
y
[n]
1 = y(xn) +O(h
5),(4.5)
y
[n]
2 = h
2
√
3
12
y′′(xn) +O(h4).
A suitable input for y[0] to achieve this accuracy is provided by the starting method
(2.14) proposed for method P, but with (2.15) replaced by
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 1
1
2 0 0 0 1
5
11
6
11 0 0 1
9+
√
3
72 − 15−2
√
3
54
33−11√3
216 0 1
0 10
√
3
27 − 11
√
3
108 −1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
The results of section 3 showed that both N and P conserve the Hamiltonian
to high accuracy over long times in the absence of parasitism. We therefore expect
that compositions of N and P will similarly conserve the Hamiltonian, provided that
parasitism is annihilated. Below, we consider how to compose N and P to achieve
this annihilation:
As at the end of section 3, an evaluation of μ = −eT2BUe2 gives
μ = 1+
2
√
3
3
= 2.154700538379251 for method P ,
μ = 1− 2
√
3
3
= −0.154700538379251 for method N.
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A ﬁrst composition based approach to controlling parasitism is to use N for most
steps but, occasionally, to insert a step using P . If after n steps, N has been used
n − m times and P has been used m times, the accumulated total of μ values will
be n− (n− 2m)2
√
3
3 . By choosing an appropriate sequence, it is possible to maintain
a value of this accumulated total in the interval [− 2
√
3
3 ,
2
√
3
3 ]. This gives a sequence
which starts as follows:
N7 P N14 P N14 P N14 P N14 P N14 P N14 P N13 P · · · .
To test the suitability of this sequence two experiments using the simple pendulum
are presented. In each case 106 steps are performed using a stepsize h = 0.01. These
are shown for a moderate amplitude case (p0 = 0, q0 = 1.2) in Figure 5 and for a high
amplitude case (p0 = 0, q0 = 3) in Figure 6.
The observed deterioration of behavior in Figures 5 and 6 is a strong argument
against the use of the N7PN14P · · · sequence.
We will now present an explanation of this behavior and show how the situation
can be signiﬁcantly improved by using an alternative sequence.
As we have remarked, to obtain order 4 output from the ﬁrst component of
each step of the N7P sequence, it is enough that the input to the step satisﬁes (4.5).
However, to satisfy the formal deﬁnition of order, the second component of the starting
methods for N and P are equal to be ξN and ξP , where, for various trees up to order
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
0 1 10 102 103 104
0
5× 10−12
Fig. 5. H − H0 for simple pendulum using N7PN14P · · · with initial value y = [0, 1.2]T and
stepsize h = 0.01.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
0 1 10 102 103 104
0
2.5 × 10−11
Fig. 6. H − H0 for simple pendulum using N7PN14P · · · with initial value y = [0, 3]T and
stepsize h = 0.01.
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2452 J. BUTCHER, Y. HABIB, A. HILL, AND T. NORTON
4, ξN (t) and ξP (t) are given in (4.6). The additional entry ξ̂(a)(t) will be explained
below.
(4.6)
t ∅
ξN (t) 0 0
√
3
12 0 0 −
√
3
18 −
√
3
36
√
3
36 − 112
√
3
72 − 124
ξP (t) 0 0
√
3
12 0 0 −
√
3
18 −
√
3
36
√
3
36 +
1
12
√
3
72 +
1
24
ξ̂(a)(t) 0 0
√
3
12 0 0 −
√
3
18 −
√
3
36
√
3
36 +
a
12
√
3
72 +
a
24
From these functions we see that ξP = ξ̂(1) and that ξN = ξ̂(−1). Suppose the
input component to step number n are y
[n−1]
1 and y
[n−1]
2 = B(ξ̂(an−1), y
[n−1]
1 ), where
the expression for y
[n−1]
2 denotes a B-series. In this case, to within order O(h
5), the
outputs will be y
[n]
1 , say, and y
[n]
2 = B(ξ̂(an), y
[n]
1 ), where
(4.7) an =
{
−2− an−1 if step n uses method N,
2− an−1 if step n uses method P.
If the NP sequence is known, and a0 = −1, corresponding to a starting method
appropriate for method N, then (4.7) determines a sequence (a0, a1, a2, . . .). We want
to know if this is a bounded sequence because, if this were the case, there would be no
source of unstable behavior caused by frequent switches between N and P. However, an
analysis of the sequence generated by N7PN14P · · · indicates that |an| grows at rate
proportional to 1.00356n, and this becomes unacceptable for large values of n. This
explains the deterioration, for a large number of steps, in the behavior of simulations
with the simple pendulum.
These apparent diﬃculties can be overcome by modifying the sequence to ensure
that only even numbers of N steps can occur between the occurences of P . After a
total of n steps have been performed, let νn denote the number of occurences of N
from the start or from the last P .
The modiﬁed algorithm, for deciding between P and N to be used in step number
n, with initial values Σ0 = 0, ν0 = 0, becomes
if Σn−1 > −
(
3
2
− 1
3
√
3
)
or νn is odd, then choose N with
Σn = Σn−1 + 1− 2
√
3
3
, νn = νn−1 + 1,
if Σn−1 < −
(
3
2
− 1
3
√
3
)
and νn is even, then choose P with
Σn = Σn−1 + 1 +
2
√
3
3
, νn = 0.
The sequence is now
N6PN14P · · · ,
where 27 repetitions of N14P occur before the ﬁrst appearance of N12P . To verify
that the modiﬁcation, of insisting on even numbers of N in sequence, is successful, we
present two simulations for comparison with Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The new
results are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
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n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
0 1 10 102 103 104
0
5× 10−12
Fig. 7. H −H0 for N6P sequence with initial value y = [0, 1.2]T.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
0 1 10 102 103 104
0
2.5 × 10−11
Fig. 8. H −H0 for N6P sequence with initial value y = [0, 3]T.
4.2. Cancellation using compositions of scaled steps. Instead of taking a
variable number of steps with method N followed by a single step, with the same
stepsize, using P , we will, for a speciﬁc positive integer m, look at methods which
take exactly m steps with N , followed by a single step using P , but with an adjusted
stepsize. The adjustment will be chosen so that the sum of the scaled μ values will
exactly cancel at the end of the m + 1 steps. If the transition from N to P has a
stepsize change in the ratio θ, then the total size of the m + 1 steps will be m + θ.
To obtain a straightforward comparison between diﬀerent annihilation schemes, we
will use h to denote the mean stepsize so that the m steps using N will use stepsize
h/(m+ θ) and the single step in each cycle using P will use stepsize hθ/(m+ θ). To
choose the right value of θ, calculate the total of the μ× stepsize values in each cycle.
This total is
m(1− 2
√
3
3 ) + θ
(
1 + 2
√
3
3
)
m+ θ
,
which becomes zero, for complete annihilation when
θ = m(7− 4
√
3).
Because the second output has the same value to within O(h3) for the two methods,
if the stepsize is constant, an adjustment will have to be made when we move between
them when the stepsize is not constant. This means that when a step N has been
completed and a step N is about to be taken, with stepsize multiplied by θ, the
value of y
[n]
2 will have to be multiplied by θ
2. Similarly, when the step P has been
completed, the corresponding component of the output will have to be multiplied by
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n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
0 1 10 102 103 104
1× 10−10
2× 10−10
Fig. 9. Variation in the Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum with initial value y = [0, 1.2]T,
using the NmP method with m = 1.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
0 1 10 102 103 104
1× 10−11
2× 10−11
Fig. 10. Variation in the Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum with initial value y = [0, 1.2]T,
using the NmP method with m = 2.
θ−2, before the sequence of N steps is taken. In each case, 106 steps are taken with
stepsize h = 0.01.
We will now present a series of experiments with the simple pendulum to see how
well this method works for various values of m. First we will show the deviation of
the Hamiltonian from its initial value for a low amplitude initial value (y = [0, 1.2]T)
in the two cases m = 1, in Figure 9, and m = 2, in Figure 10. The eﬀect of parasitism
is again eﬀectively controlled by the sequence of steps.
The results show a preference for m = 2 in that the deviations are an order of
magnitude lower than with m = 1. To compare other values of m, we will use a
simpliﬁed type of diagram in which after n steps the value of maxnk=1 |Hk − H0| is
shown. This diagram for m = {2, 3, 4, 8} is shown in Figure 11.
Finally, in experiments using NmP methods, we present in Figure 12 the results
for a more demanding choice of initial value, y = [0, 3]T, with m = 8 and h = 0.01.
5. Construction of a method with zero parasitic growth. In this section
we will show how a method with order 4 can be constructed, which has zero growth
parameters. For eﬃciency of implementation we will require the coeﬃcient matrix A
to be lower triangular with as low a value of s as possible. Although methods with
s = 5 are available with only three nonzero diagonal elements, we will restrict our
consideration to s = 4.
5.1. A method with rs = 24. The ﬁrst method we will consider is based on
the assumption r = 2 with V = diag(1,−1). It was shown in [5] that time-reversal
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m = 2
m = 3
m = 4
m = 8
n
1 10 102 103
x
0 1 10
0
10−11
2× 10−11
Fig. 11. Variation in the Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum with initial value y = [0, 1.2]T
using the NmP method with m = 2, 3, 4, 8.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
0 1 10 102 103 104
−10−11
0
10−11
2× 10−11
3× 10−11
Fig. 12. Variation in the Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum with initial value y = [0, 3]T,
using the NmP method with m = 8.
symmetry implies evenness of order. Hence, we will adopt this, as part of our ansatz,
so that order 4 can be achieved by requiring only that order 3 conditions are satisﬁed.
For a symmetric method of the type we are considering, B and U T have the forms
B =
[
b1 b2 b2 b1
β1 β2 ±β2 ±β1
]
, U T =
[
1 1 1 1
u1 u2 ±u2 ±u1
]
,
and we will choose ± = −1. To eliminate parasitism, we must have β1u1 + β2u2 = 0,
and by adopting a suitable scaling, we can assume without loss of generality that
β1 = 1, β2 = −t, u1 = t, and u2 = 1. By consistency, b1+b2 = 1, and by the condition
DU = BTGV in (2.12), b1t = −g and b2 = tg. It now follows that b1 = 1/2(1− t2),
b2 = −t2/2(1 − t2), g = −t/2(1 − t2), and assuming a lower-triangular form for A,
we construct this matrix from DA + ATD = BTGB in (2.12). The method is now
completely known up to the choice of t:
[
A U
B V
]
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1−2t+2t3
4(1−t2) 0 0 0 1 t
2t2−1
2(1−t2)
t(2−t−2t2)
4(1−t2) 0 0 1 1
3−2t2
2(1−t2)
t(−2−t+2t2)
2(1−t2)
t(2−t−2t2)
4(1−t2) 0 1 −1
1+2t−2t3
2(1−t2)
t2(−3+2t2)
2(1−t2)
t2(1−2t2)
2(1−t2)
1−2t+2t3
4(1−t2) 1 −t
1
2(1−t2)
−t2
2(1−t2)
−t2
2(1−t2)
1
2(1−t2) 1 0
1 −t t −1 0 −1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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The choice of t will be based on an attempt to obtain order 3 (and therefore, by
symmetry, order 4). The starting method will be assumed to be of the form
Shy0 =
[
y0
B(ξ, y0)
]
,
where ξ in the B-series deﬁning the second input satisﬁes ξ(∅) = 0 and, by the order
condition, ξ( ) = 0. Let B(η, y0) and B(ηD, y0) denote the B-series for the stage
values and stage derivatives, respectively. Then we have
η( ) = A1+ ξ( )u = A1 =: c,(5.1)
η( ) = Ac+ ξ( )u,(5.2)
(ηD)( ) = c2,(5.3)
(ηD)( ) = Ac+ ξ( )u.(5.4)
Because the method is automatically of order at least 2, it is suﬃcient to choose t
such that bT(ηD)( ) = 13 and b
T(ηD)( ) = 16 . The two order equations are
bTc2 =
1
3
,
bTAc =
1
6
,
where the last equation simpliﬁes because bTu = 0. We are now faced with two
equations for t, but these are equivalent because of DA + ATD = BTGB in (2.12).
Multiply on the left by 1T and on the right by c, and we ﬁnd
bTAc+ bTc2 = 1TBTGBc = bT1bTc =
1
2
.
By evaluating bTc2 − 13 , it is found that t must be chosen as t = 12 or as one of the
four real solutions of the polynomial equation
3t4 − 12t3 − t2 + 8t− 1 = 0.
For simplicity we will adopt the choice t = 12 , and this gives the method
[
A U
B V
]
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
12 0 0 0 1
1
2
− 13 16 0 0 1 1
5
3 − 23 16 0 1 −1
7
6 − 512 112 112 1 − 12
2
3 − 16 − 16 23 1 0
1 − 12 12 −1 0 −1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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A suitable starting method for this method is found based on the Runge–Kutta
method:
0
1
2
1
2
1 373550
177
550
0 823350976 − 30749152928 302576464
0 − 383648 2751296 1
.
If this yields the mapping Rh, then the two components of the starting method are
given by
(5.5) Shy0 =
[
y0
1
2 (Rh +R−h)− y0
]
.
This method, which we will denote by 4124, will be used as a representative method
for the large family of possible fourth order methods.
5.2. A method with rs = 34. An alternative is to choose r = 3, as in the
thesis [11]; this makes it possible to reduce two of the diagonals of A to zero. We will
present a method based on a similar ansatz in which V = diag(1, i,−i). However, for
practical use, we will convert this to real form using the transformation U 	→ UT ,
B 	→ T−1B, V 	→ T−1V T , where
T =
⎡⎢⎣1 0 00 1 −i
0 1 i
⎤⎥⎦ , T−1 =
⎡⎢⎣1 0 00 12 12
0 12 i − 12 i
⎤⎥⎦ , V =
⎡⎢⎣1 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
⎤⎥⎦ .
In the complex representation of the method, we assume that U , B, and G take
the forms
U =
[
1 u u
]
, B =
⎡⎢⎣b
T
βT
β
T
⎤⎥⎦ , G = diag(1, g, g),
where b ∈ R4 is symmetric and β, u ∈ C4 are antisymmetric. Suitable values of
these vectors, to ensure that the method is G-symplectic, parasitism free, and has the
required order and that a11 = a44 = 0, are
b =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
− 110
3
5
3
5
− 110
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , β =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
− 1+i
√
5
5
6
5
− 65
1+i
√
5
5
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , u =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−
√
5+i
24
− i24
i
24√
5+i
24
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , g = − 148 .Do
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n
1 10 102 103 104 105
x
0 1 10 102 103
0
10−11
2× 10−11
3× 10−11
Fig. 13. The variation in the Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum with initial value [0, 3]T
using the Gauss method with h = 0.01.
The transformed method with real coeﬃcients is given by
(5.6)
[
A UT
T−1B T−1V T
]
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 1 − 112
√
5 − 112
− 112 14 0 0 1 0 − 112
− 760 710 14 0 1 0 112
− 15 710 12 0 1 112
√
5 112
− 110 35 35 − 110 1 0 0
− 15 65 − 65 15 0 0 1
1
5
√
5 0 0 − 15
√
5 0 −1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
This method will be denoted by 4134.
5.3. Comparison with Gauss method. Before proceeding to a range of nu-
merical comparisons, in Figures 13–15 we compare the performance of the new meth-
ods, 4124 and 4134, with that of the classical Gauss Runge–Kutta method with order
p = 4, which is known to be symplectic. In each case the simple pendulum will be
used as the test problem with initial value y = [0, 3]T and stepsize h = 0.01. The
Gauss method has the Runge–Kutta tableau:
(5.7)
1
2 −
√
3
6
1
4
1
4 −
√
3
6
1
2 +
√
3
6
1
4 +
√
3
6
1
4
1
2
1
2
.
6. Numerical simulations. This section presents the results of numerical meth-
ods constructed in this paper for two types of problems: Hamiltonian problems and
problems with quadratic invariants. The aim is to observe the ability of the methods
to provide qualitatively correct numerical results over long time.
6.1. The Kepler problem: Variation in the Hamiltonian. The Kepler
problem describes the motion of a planet revolving around the sun, which is considered
to be ﬁxed at the origin. The equations of motion are deﬁned by the separable
Hamiltonian system
H =
1
2
(p21 + p
2
2)−
1√
q21 + q
2
2
,
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n
1 10 102 103 104 105
x
0 1 10 102 103
0
−10−10
−2× 10−10
Fig. 14. The variation in the Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum with initial value [0, 3]T,
using method 4124 with h = 0.01.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105
x
0 1 10 102 103
0
2× 10−11
4× 10−11
6× 10−11
Fig. 15. The variation in the Hamiltonian for the simple pendulum with initial value [0, 3]T,
using method 4134 with h = 0.01.
where q = [q1, q2]
T are the generalized position coordinates of the body and p =
[p1, p2]
T are the generalized momenta. Writing y = p⊕ q, we can write the equations
of motion in the form
y′1 =
−y3
(y23 + y
2
4)
3
2
,
y′2 =
−y4
(y23 + y
2
4)
3
2
,
y′3 = y1,
y′4 = y2.
The system has two conserved quantities of interest, namely, the total energy H and
the angular momentum L given as
L = q1p2 − q2p1 = y3y2 − y4y1.
The initial conditions are taken to be
[y1, y2, y3, y4]
T = [p1, p2, q1, q2]
T =
[
0,
√
1 + e
1− e , 1− e, 0
]T
,
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n
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x
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0
−10−10
Fig. 16. The variation in the Hamiltonian for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using Gauss
with h = 0.01.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
1 10 102 103 104
0
−10−10
Fig. 17. The variation in the Hamiltonian for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using N6PN14P
with h = 0.01.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
1 10 102 103 104
0
10−9
Fig. 18. The variation in the Hamiltonian for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using 4124
with h = 0.01.
where 0 ≤ e < 1 is the eccentricity of the elliptic orbits which are formed by the
motion of one body around the other. In the simulations reported here, e = 0.3.
In Figures 16–19, we compare the performance of three methods introduced in
this paper with a symplectic Runge–Kutta method. The four methods are (a) the
two-stage Gauss method, (b) the composition method N6PN14P , (c) a two-input
method referred to as 4124, and (d) a three-input method 4134.
6.2. The Kepler problem: Variation in the angular momentum. For this
problem, the Gauss method preserves angular momentum exactly, and this should
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n
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−10−10
Fig. 19. The variation in the Hamiltonian for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using 4134
with h = 0.01.
n
1 10 102 103 104 105 106
x
1 10 102 103 104
0
−4× 10−14
Fig. 20. Variation of the angular momentum for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using the
Gauss method with h = 0.01.
be observed in simulations as shown in Figure 20. Note that no compensation for
the accumulation of round-oﬀ errors has been used in these computations and the
moderate values of the deviation after 106 steps should be judged as a veriﬁcation of
this. In Figures 21–23, results are also given for the composition method N6PN14P
and the parasitism-free methods 4124 and 4134.
6.3. Euler equations for rigid body motion: Variation in quadratic in-
variants. Rigid bodies are solid objects such that the distance between any two
points on or inside it is constant. The mathematical equations governing the motion
of a rigid body were discovered by Euler and are given as
dy1
dx
=
I2 − I3
I1
y2y3,
dy2
dx
=
I3 − I1
I2
y3y1,
dy3
dx
=
I1 − I2
I3
y1y2,
where y1, y2, y3 are the components of angular velocity about the principal axes and
I1, I2, I3 are the principal moments of inertia. The motion of rigid body has the
following two underlying quadratic invariants, namely, the kinetic energy H and the
squared norm of angular momentum A given as
H =
1
2
yT diag(I1, I2, I3)y,(6.1)
A = yT diag(I21 , I
2
2 , I
2
3 )y.(6.2)
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0
−5× 10−11
Fig. 21. The variation in the angular momentum for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using
N6PN14P with h = 0.01.
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−10−10
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Fig. 22. The variation in the angular momentum for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using
4124 with h = 0.01.
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x
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0
−5× 10−10
Fig. 23. The variation in the angular momentum for the Kepler problem with e = 0.3, using
4134 with h = 0.01.
Experiments were performed for the case I1 = 5, I2 = 6, I3 = 7, using initial value
y = [1, 0, 1]T. Results for the method 4124 using h = 0.001 are presented in Figure
24. Simulations carried out with other methods including N6P are very similar, and
the ﬁgure presented should be regarded as being representative. The deviations from
the initial value are similar to what would be formed through the growth of round-oﬀ
errors in the individual steps.
In Figure 25 we give results for a representative G-symplectic method applied to
the same problem but where the deviation of A, rather than H is plotted. The results
look very similar but scaled up approximately in proportion to A(0)/H(0).
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Fig. 24. Deviation of the energy from its initial value for the Euler rigid body problem with
h = 0.001 using 4124.
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x
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0
10−11
Fig. 25. Deviation of the squared norm of the angular momentum from its initial value for the
Euler rigid body problem with h = 0.001 using 4124.
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x
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0
4× 10−12
Fig. 26. The Hen´on–Heiles problem solved by the Gauss method with h = 0.01.
6.4. The Hen´on–Heiles problem. We now consider simulations based on the
Hen´on–Heiles problem [16] with a speciﬁc initial value
y′1 = y3, y1(0) = 0,
y′2 = y4, y2(0) = 0,
y′3 = −y1 − 2y1y2, y3(0) =
√
0.3185,
y′4 = −y2 − y21 + y22 , y4(0) = 0.
This problem is based on the Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
(y23 + y
2
4) +
1
2
(y21 + y
2
2) + y
2
1y2 −
1
3
y32 .
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Fig. 27. The Hen´on–Heiles problem solved by the 4124 method with h = 0.01.
n
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x
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0
10−11
Fig. 28. The Hen´on–Heiles problem solved by the 4134 method with h = 0.01.
The deviation of H from its initial value is shown in three simulations: for Gauss in
Figure 26, for 4124 in Figure 27, and for 4134 in Figure 28.
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